Barnes & Noble and Blackboard

For step-by-step instructions on how to enable the BN Bookstore (for students) and BN Faculty Resources links in a Blackboard course site, click on the appropriate link below:

Barnes & Noble College (BN Bookstore) Blackboard Integration for Students.

Barnes & Noble College (BN Faculty Resources) Blackboard Integration for Faculty.

For other support needs with Barnes & Noble (Bookstore and Faculty Resources), please contact the resources below:

Georgetown: (202) 687-7482, sm8198@bncollege.com
Georgetown Law: (202) 662-9676, sm8199@bncollege.com

NOTE: In Blackboard course sites, Barnes & Noble tools are accessible from the course menu, under Tools:

- BN Bookstore (for students)
- BN Faculty Resources (for faculty)